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A Virtual Conference

Programme

Welcome to
WIRED Innovate

At this inaugural edition of WIRED Innovate, we will meet some of
the key innovators who have incorporated sustainability at the core
of their business and continue to pave the way to a greener future:
Christopher Raeburn, founder of British fashion label RÆBURN, whose
pioneering work has brought responsible design to a mainstream
fashion audience; Tessa Clarke, the co-founder of OLIO, a free
app tackling the problem of food waste; Katharina Unger, founder of
Livin Farms, which is developing innovative technologies to produce
alternative insect protein for a healthier ecosystem, and more.
We’ll also hear from three exciting sustainability-focused startups based
in Vienna about their journeys in developing innovations and products
that encourage more consumers to join the fight for a greener world.
We are delighted to welcome you to WIRED Innovation, a part of
ViennaUP’21, an inaugural festival celebrating startup technology. Thank

Introduction

you to our wonderful speakers and event partner Vienna Business
Agency, and to you for joining. We hope you enjoy the programme.
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Agenda
> May 7, 2021 <

Shifting to a Sustainable Future
10.00 BST / 11.00 CET

Welcome remarks
Victoria Turk, Features Director, WIRED UK
10.02 BST / 11.02 CET

Introduction from Gerhard Hirczi, General
Manager, Vienna Business Agency
Cornelia Habacher, Co-founder and COO, Rebel Meat

Tessa Clarke, Co-founder & CEO, OLIO

Hannah Muther, Community and Quality Management, Sindbad

Say goodbye to single-use plastics
Simon Hombersley, CEO, Xampla
10.32 BST / 11.32 CET

Insect protein on an industrial scale
Katharina Unger, Founder & CEO, Livin Farms
10.47 BST / 11.47 CET

Draft Agenda

Partner Panel: The Startup Journey

Food for thought: tackling
waste in a neighbourly way
10.17 BST / 11.17 CET
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11.04 BST / 12.04 CET

Kilian Kaminski, Co-founder and CEO, refurbed

Moderated by Amit Katwala, Senior Editor, WIRED UK
11.32 BST / 12.32 CET

A dairy-free future that tastes just as good
Anja Leissner, Founder and Head of R&D, Stockeld Dreamery
11.47 BST / 12.47 CET

A sustainable antidote to fast fashion
Christopher Raeburn, Creative Director, RÆBURN

Tech Leader 2.0: Responsibility,
Authenticity, Legacy

Closing remarks

Cecilia Harvey, CEO, Hyve Dynamics

Victoria Turk, Features Director, WIRED UK

12.02 BST / 13.02 CET
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Meet the 2021
The WIRED editorial team have curated a
speaker faculty comprising innovators,
founders, researchers and disruptors who
are paving the way for a sustainable future.

Speaker Faculty
wired.uk/events
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Speaker Faculty

Tessa Clarke

Cecilia Harvey

Simon Hombersley

Co-founder & CEO, OLIO

Co-founder and CEO,

CEO, Xampla

Tessa Clarke co-founded

Hyve Dynamics

Serial cleantech

OLIO, a free app

Cecilia Harvey is the

entrepreneur Simon

tackling the problem

co-founder and Chief

Hombersley is the

of food waste by

Executive Officer of Hyve

CEO of Xampla, a

connecting neighbours

Dynamics, the pioneering

Cambridge University

with each other,

technology firm providing

spin-out that has

and volunteers with

sensor technology and

created the world’s

local businesses, so that

data insights, and is the

first plant protein

surplus food can be

founder of Tech Women

material for commercial

given away, not thrown

Today. She appears in

use, pioneering the

away. OLIO has grown to

Forbes “Leading Ladies

replacement of fossil

over 3 million users in

of Tech”, and has

fuel plastics with

5 years since its launch,

been featured in British

natural alternatives. He

and has been recognised

Vogue’s 2020 “Forces for

is also the Founder of

by the UN for its impact.

Change” campaign.

engineering firm Lontra.
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Speaker Faculty

Anja Leissner

Katharina Unger

Christopher Raeburn

Founder and Head of

Founder & CEO,

Creative Director,

R&D, Stockeld Dreamery

Livin Farms

RÆBURN

With a background

A thought leader in the

As the Founder and

in biotechnology, food

space of design for

Creative Director of British

science, microbiology,

sustainability, food and

fashion label RÆBURN,

nutrition and product

agricultural innovation,

Christopher Raeburn has

development, Anja

Austrian-born Katharina

pioneered the reworking

Leissner researches plant

Unger founded Livin

of surplus fabrics and

proteins as an alternative

Studio and Livin Farms,

garments, resulting in

source for a new cheese,

companies leading in the

distinctive and functional

co-founding Stockeld

field of edible insects and

menswear, womenswear

Dreamery (then Noquo

novel food innovations.

and accessory collections,

Foods) with Sorosh

Livin Farms is also

bringing responsible

Tavakoli in early 2019. The

developing innovative

design to a mainstream

company is launching their technologies for
first products in 2021.
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The Startup Journey

Startup Panel

A partner session with Vienna Business Agency

Kilian Kaminski

Cornelia Habacher

Hannah Muther

Gerhard Hirczi

Co-founder and CEO,

Co-founder and

Community and Quality

General Manager,

refurbed

COO, Rebel Meat

Management, Sindbad

Vienna Business Agency

One of three co-founders

Scientist Cornelia

A young social business

Gerhard Hirczi has led

of refurbed, the

Habacher leads the

offering one-on-one

the Vienna Business

fastest growing online

product development

mentoring programmes

Agency since 2009. He

marketplace for

department at Rebel

for teenagers from

started his career with

refurbished products

Meat. Together with

vulnerable socio-

a Viennese consulting

in the entire DACH

Philipp Stangl, she

economic backgrounds,

company, and has worked

region, Kilian Kaminski

founded Rebel Meat,

Sindbad creates social

at the department of

was previously Head of

which creates more

impact through human

economics of the Austrian

the Amazon Certified

sustainable meat options

connection and is fully

Federal Chancellery

Refurbished Program at

using only natural and

dedicated to tackling

and the Cabinet of the

Amazon Germany.

organic ingredients.

youth unemployment.

former Chancellor.
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Knowledge Partners

Event Partners

Media Partners

The Vienna Business Agency

ViennaUP’21 is the largest startup

supports local and international

event in Central Europe and

companies in all phases of their

the brainchild of the Vienna

business development, providing

Business Agency. From April

advice on all corporate issues

27 to May 12, 40 local and

and helping expats get up and

international partners will offer

running in Vienna. Anyone wanting

their programme items under the

to found a company, startups,

umbrella of ViennaUP’21 and

sole traders, domestic and

will create a unique meeting place

international small and medium-

for the global scene. Find out

sized enterprises or corporations

more online at viennaup.com.

will receive all the information
they need, including advice
on funding, business premises,
an office or workshops.
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Featured Book

Climate Change
WIRED’s latest book
Man-made global

at initiatives to create

warming is advancing

green industry and

inexorably. Are there

transport. Through a

ways to halt it? In this

series of narratives,

invaluable, one-stop

Nogrady investigates the

guide, author Bianca

economics of emissions

Nogrady analyses the

trading schemes and

science of climate

the practicalities of

change and offers

geoengineering plans to

a concise overview

trap greenhouse gases,

of the ways in which

and addresses the

our carbon emissions

fundamental question:

might be reduced.

Is it possible to safeguard

Examining the challenges

our future before it’s too

posed by food and

late? Climate Change:

energy production

How We Can Get to

and the cutting-edge

Carbon Zero by Bianca

technologies that could

Nogrady at WIRED UK

mitigate their polluting

is now available in print,

effects, Nogrady looks

digital and audio.
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Now on sale
from Random
House Business

Follow us on
@WIREDUK
@WIREDInsiderUK
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SEP 22

MAY 7

NOV 23

JUN 16

WIRED Events 2021

OCT 12-13

MAR 31
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MAR 16

Ben Page
Chief Executive,
Ipsos MORI

MAY 25

Noreena Hertz
Economist and
author of The
Lonely Century

APR 22

JUL 8

Carissa Véliz
Associate
Professor in
Philosophy,
Institute for
Ethics in AI at
the University
of Oxford

Peter Smith
Author of Bad
Buying ; ex Head
of Procurement
for Natwest

FEB 10

WIRED Briefings 2021

Shimona Mehta
Head of EMEA,
Shopify

FEB 24

Sana
Khareghani
Deputy Director,
Head Office
for Artificial
Intelligence,
Office for
Artificial
Intelligence
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Kill Chain and
Chief Strategy
Officer, Anduril
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